Integration of proviral sequences, but not at the common integration sites of the FGF8 locus, in an androgen-dependent mouse mammary Shionogi carcinoma.
A retroviral insertional mutation, especially by mouse mammary tumor virus (MMTV), is a major cause of murine mammary tumorigenesis. Prompted by our previous finding that FGF8, an insertionally activated cellular oncogene, is highly expressed in androgen-dependent mouse mammary Shionogi carcinoma cells, we here investigated retroviral integration adjacent to the fgf8 locus in Shionogi carcinoma. In the genomic Southern blots for fgf8 and its 5'-upstream gene npm3, the hybridized fragments were identical to the host DD/Sio mice, the original Shionogi carcinoma 115 tumor, and a pair of cultured Shionogi carcinoma cell lines of SC-3 and SC-4, suggesting that no retroviral integration occurred around either loci. The genomic cloning for the fgf8 locus from SC-3 cells also confirmed no MMTV integration. In addition, npm3, which is usually coactivated with fgf8 by MMTV insertion,was not up-regulated by androgens in SC-3 cells. All these findings led us to conclude that no retroviral insertion was present at the common integration sites adjacent to the fgf8 locus in Shionogi carcinoma although we demonstrated in this study that multiple proviral sequences of MMTV, Moloney murine sarcoma virus and FBJ-murine sarcoma virus are integrated into SC-3 cells in association with their distinct promoter activity in SC-3 cells.